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OUR COMPANY

Since 2009 the success of the company DELA CNC-technology has been based on continuous innovation, expertise, 

know-how and highest quality standards. We are reliable partners for turning, milling and drilling worldwide.

One of our strengths is short-term delivery in high quality. 

The clever team around the founder of the company J. Demmelhuber finds an optimal solution for every

problem and every question. We are specialized in working with all machinery materials by a support machine park.

Our company offers accurate, precise, individual items and mature series parts on top. 

Fast, flexible and customer-oriented! As regards production we do not leave anything to chance. 

For that reason we rely only on capable machines, well - educated and experienced staff.

DELA CNC-technology is focusing on pipeline-services, electrical engineering and many other ranges. 

We are the competent partners of industry and crafts. With our short set-up time guarantee fast and flexible reaction 

to our customer requirements and immediate delivery of spare parts is possible. According to drawings and individual 

specification custom-product-designs are manufactured. Uncomplicated, fast and cost-optimized. 

The quality management provides consistent dimensional accuracy and reliability by different measuring tools. 

Optimal perfection is our claim on  every delivered part.

See yourself! We are always looking for good employees. 

DELA CNC-technology is looking forward to you!
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POS CNC Processing center
5 axle millingmachine

MACHINERY

CNC Lathe

Mazak Super Quick Turn 250



Manual lathe Boehringer

MACHINERY

Manual lathe

Colchester Bantam



POS C 1150
CNC Processing center

MACHINERY

Milling and drilling center

Reform UWF32



CNC Lathe MAZAK Super 
Quickturn 15 MS Mark II

Machinery

POS CNC Processing center

5 axle millingmachine



AIR-CONDITIONED MEASURING

ROOM

Machinery

Trotec laser engraving machine

CNC Lathe

Mazak



REFERENCES

DELA CNC-technology is focusing 

on pipeline-services, electrical 

engineering and many other 

ranges! We are the competent 

partners of industry and craft.



QUALITY



VIDEO - WEB
Dela on 
YouTube

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcVfyIb9ulI&feature=player_detailpage


YOU ARE WELCOME TO TEST US!


